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Abstract

Observations from the International
Winter Monsoon Experiment (Winter MONEX)
have been analyzed to determine the nature of the vertical motion field within mesoscale
deep convective systems that occurred during December 1978 over the southern portion of
the South China Sea. Vertical motion has been computed using rawinsonde
data from a
nearly equilateral triangle (*400km
on a side) of Soviet research vessels situated off the
north coast of Borneo.
It has been found that over the South China Sea to the north of Borneo a diurnal cycle
of convective activity occurs throughout December. During its mature stage the convection
is characterized by a deep (from near 500mb to *l00
mb) lightly-precipitating
stratiform
cloud layer of mesoscale
(*200-400km)
dimension.
Using triangle-computed
vertical velocities and an assumption that the clear environment surrounding clouds is subsiding at a
rate just sufficient to offset net radiational
cooling to space, it has been determined that within
clouds upward motion occurs with, on the average, a peak vertical velocity mesoscale
in the
very high troposphere near 250mb (10km) of *12cm s-1.
Beneath the mesoscale
cloud
systems downward motion is observed with a peak near 650mb or 3.5km of *3cm s-1.
Comparison is made with vertical motion reported in mesoscale convection in other tropical
and midlatitude regions. Because the mesoscale cloud systems cover large areas, they probably
contribute in an important way to synoptic-scale atmospheric mass, heat and moisture budgets
in the near equatorial winter monsoon region.

Warner (1982).
In the study of Johnson and Priegnitz rawinThe recent International Winter Monsoon Ex- sonde data from a triangular array of ships,
periment (Winter MONEX;
December 1978(Fig.
Priliv,
1), Ak. Koro
1979) was a first large-scale experimental
March were used to compute divergence and vertical
attempt at elucidating the structure, properties motion to the north of Borneo. This region, at
and effects of the planetary-scale winter monsoon least during December 1978, experiences a resystem over east Asia (Greenfield and Krishnamarkably persistent diurnal cycle of convection.
On nearly every day clusters of cumulonimbus
clouds develop in the early morning to the northwest of Bintulu
(Fig. 1). Within several hours
the cumuloniumbus
transform or agglomerate
into a mesoscale
(*200-400km)
precipitation
cluster which eventually moves to the westnorthover the southern portion of west
the ship array
and dissipates over the center of the South China
Sea by late afternoon. The cloud type when
reaching a mesoscale dimension is largely stratiform (Webster and Stephens, 1980; Houze et al.,
1981; Warner, 1982), extending through much
1.
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of the upper
troposphere
(*500mb
to near
100mb),
with generally
light precipitation,
less
than 10mm h-1,
falling beneath.
We will refer
to this feature as a mesoscale
anvil. It was inferred by Johnson and Priegnitz
using trianglecomputed
vertical velocities that during its mature stage the mesoscale
precipitation
feature
possesses
a mesoscale
updraft
and downdraft
with peak draft
velocities
near
250mb
and
650mb, respectively.
The cloud structure,
life cycle characteristics
and suggested vertical motion field for the Winter
systems reported by Houze et al. MONEX
(1981)
and Johnson and Priegnitz
(1981) are quite similar to those observed
or inferred for mesoscale
systems studied in other convective
parts of the
world: east Pacific (Zipser, 1969), east Atlantic
(Houze,
1977; Zipser,
1977; Leary
and Houze,
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tion with that determined for systems in other
regions of the world, notably the GATE area
(Gamache and Houze, 1982) and the central
United States (Ogura and Liou, 1980).
2.

Observations and data analysis procedures

The primary data used in this study are rawinobservations from the network of sonde
ships
shown in Fig. 1. Analysis is carried out only
for the period 6-18 December, when the ships
formed the smaller, nearly equilateral triangle.
Soundings were released at six-hourly intervals
from each ship, with only several exceptions,
and normally balloon ascent terminated well into
the stratosphere.
Horizontal divergence has been computed for
the ship triangle from the surface to the lower
stratosphere using the divergence theorem, assuming a linear variation of the wind between
triangle vertices. The vertical p-velocity *
has
been computed, setting *=0
at the ocean surface and the average tropopause height 87.5mb.
A constant correction with height has been applied to achieve mass balance (Johnson and
Priegnitz, 1981).
Cloud cover has been determined using Japanese geostationary satellite data. In the following
section fractional coverage of high cloudiness
over the triangle area is reported based on a
subjective analysis of infrared (IR) images ob-

Fig.

1 The Winter
Monsoon
observation
network.

Experiment

ship
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array is directly associated with the diurnal cycle
of convective activity during December 1978
over north Borneo. An offshore precipitation
3. Large-scale flow conditions
feature regularly develops around midnight as
During the period of the experiment the a group of relatively small convective cells and
synoptic-scale flow was characterized by (1) at expands by 0800L into a continuous precipitalow levels rather uniform 10-15m s-1 northeast tion area over 200km in diameter. The late
monsoon flow over the South China Sea ending night development of the convection just offshore
as a broad circulation center just off the north is probably a consequence of low-level convercoast of Borneo, (2) in the mid-troposphere near gence that occurs near the coast as the night500mb*10m s-1
eastsoutheasterly flow and (3) time land breeze meets the northeast monsoon
in the upper troposphere near 200mb*10m
s-1 flow. The system later moves to the westnorthsoutheasterly flow. While the ships were on sta- west over the southern portion of the ship trition, three moderate monsoon cold surges oc- angle, eventually dissipating in the vicinity of
curred. These surges were reflected as a 50- Priliv.
100% increase in the surface winds at the ships
The period 11-17 December, containing two
positions (Johnson and Priegnitz, 1981). In Fig. 2 monsoon cold surge episodes and a tropical decorresponding
accelerations in the north-south
pression in the South China Sea on the 14th,
component of the wind are seen at other levels can be considered disturbed in a synoptic sense,
in the vertical near the times of the three surges and the amount of cloudiness over the ship array
on the 11th, 15th and 23rd (surge dates based during this period was about 20% greater than
on peak in north-south pressure gradient over that during a preceding 4-day (7-10 December)
southern China), though there is some variation undisturbed period (Johnson and Priegnitz, 1981).
in the phases of the maxima with height. There In subsequent discussion 7-10 December will be
is some evidence of an enhanced Hadley circu- referred to as the undisturbed period and 11-17
lation (southerly flow below the tropopause) near December as the disturbed period.
the times of surges, although east-west circulaThe increase in overall cloudiness during the
tions in the Southern Hemisphere also appear disturbed period is evident in a time series of
to be forced by the lower-tropospheric
surges the fraction of the ship triangle area covered by
bright IR or high cloudiness (*c, Fig. 3). Super(Chang and Lau, 1980). Though the v-component
time series in Fig. 2 is for Ak. Shirshov, the be- imposed on the long period variations are sighavior at the other ships is similar.
nificant diurnal oscillations
in both *c and the
4. Cloudiness and mean vertical motion over triangle-area averaged vertical velocity w at 250
mb and 650mb. Cloudiness maxima occur near
ship triangle
tamed from
Tokyo.

the

Japan

Weather

Association,

The diurnal cycle of convection over the ship

Fig. 2 Time series of daily-averaged values of
north-south component of the wind *(ms-1)
at Ak. Shirshov for the period 6-28 December 1978. Shaded areas indicate northerly
flow.

Fig. 3 Time series of fractional area of ship
triangle covered by bright satellite clouds
o
vertical velocity at 250mb w250
and
vertical velocity at 650mb w650. Tick marks
on abscissa are at 0000 GMT (0800L) on
day indicated.
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5 Composite
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vertical ve0200L
and
1400L.
Dashed

is uncorrected w

at 1400L.

propagating
through
the
evolving
in their life cycle
an
Fig.

4 Fraction
of ship triangle
covered
bright
clouds *c
and vertical
velocity
250mb
and 650mb, w250
and w650,
entire,

undisturbed

and

disturbed

by
at
for

periods.

unambiguous

culation
cannot

interpretation

characteristics
be

In Fig.
w is shown
an average

made
5 the

from

of

coverage

their

full

in

both

space

the

ship

observations.

triangle-averaged

at 0200L
8%

ship triangle
and
also
during
this translation,

for
of

vertical
9 days
bright

cir-

and

when
infrared

time

velocity
there

is

satel-

over
the triangle
and at 1400L
1400L, frequently corresponding to peaks in w. lite cloudiness
70%
The levels 250mb and 650mb correspond, in for 11 days when there is an average
The dashed
curve is the uncorrected *
the average, to the positions of maximum updraft coverage.
soundings.
This figure,
shown
to
and downdraft velocities, respectively, within the for the 1400L
emphasize
the
diurnal
cycle,
includes
computed
mesoscale precipitation features (Johnson and
Priegnitz, 1981). The phase relationship between profiles for both undisturbed
and disturbed
periwhen
the triangle
area is virtuvertical motion and cloudiness is better seen in ods. At 0200L,
generally
weak
suba composite of the diurnal variation of each of ally clear of high clouds,
through
most
of the tropothe variables (Fig. 4). It is seen that for both sidence is observed
At 1400L,
when
the triangle
area
is
undisturbed and disturbed periods high cloudi- sphere.
is markedly
differness (*c) and upward motion in the upper tropo- mostly cloudy, the situation
near
sphere (w250)are nearly in phase. Upward motion ent, with a peak upward motion *8cm s-1
in the lower troposphere precedes the peak in 250mb
and downdraft
peak *-2cm s-1
near
The average
here
is for the entire
tri250by about six hours, while lower-troposphericw 650mb.
sinking motion lags the upper peak by a few angle region, both in and out of cloud, and in
hours. This behavior of the mesoscale vertical the next section an attempt
is made to partition
motion field is consistent with that found in the vertical
motion
into its cloud
and noncloud
systems in GATE (e.g., Nitta, 1977,
mesoscale
area contributions.
Frank, 1978; and Betts, 1978), where the se5.
Estimates
of vertical
velocities
in mesoscale
quence of events described above characterizes
anvils
their growth, mature and decaying phases . However, because the convective systems are both
To determine
in-cloud
vertical
velocities,
some
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estimate must be made of the vertical velocity
in the environment surrounding the clouds. On
the average, air in clear regions surrounding
clouds must be subsiding in order to remain
clear. The subsidence rate is not directly measureable, so it must be determined indirectly. A
simple procedure has been adopted in this study,
namely, to estimate environmental subsidence as
that sinking motion required which is just sufficient to offset net radiational
cooling to space.
This approach, obviously, neglects subsidence in
the cloud environment that may be forced by
the convection itself (e.g., Fritsch,
1975). Consequently, with this procedure the cloud area
updraft/downdraft
vertical velocities may be
somewhat under/overestimated.
Consistent with
the picture given by Houze (1977), we will also
assume that the mesoscale
updrafts and downdrafts are vertically aligned, i.e., the updraft is
directly atop the downdraft
and both cover the
same area. It should be kept in mind that the
computed vertical motion is an average for the
entire region occupied by high clouds, and in
reality there may be important horizontal variations in the vertical velocity in the anvil cloud
region which cannot be determined by this
method.
The assumption we have made is expressed by
where Sp=-T
a *ln*/*p is the static stability, *
is the p-velocity
in the cloud environment
and
QR is the net radiative heating rate. The triangleaveraged vertical p-velocity is
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mb to -1.1*
day-1 at 750mb, give from (1)
comparatively weak environmental vertical velocity estimates, namely, w*-0.3cm s-1
or
about one order of magnitude less than the *
at 1400L, but of the same order extrema
as *
for the mostly clear cases at 0200L
(Fig. 5).
Profiles of wc at 1400L for the undisturbed and
disturbed periods are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The

Fig. 6 Average cloud area vertical velocity wc
at 1400L for undisturbed period (7-10 December). Days are indicated along curves.

where subscript c refers to cloud area average,
is the fraction of the triangle area covered
*c
by
cloud and *=-*w, *
being density and g
acceleration of gravity. Using (1) and (2) cloud
area vertical velocity wc=-wc/*g
can be determined from
The net radiative heating rate QR is obtained
from the GATE radiative measurements and
computations of Cox and Griffith (1979). Since
(3) is used to compute vetrical
motion only at
the time of maximum cloud cover (1400L), we
use Cox and Griffith's values for approximately
this local time (1500L)
for the GATE area,
whose center is within 3* latitude of the center
of the Winter MONEX
ship triangle. These values of QR, ranging from -0.3*
day-1 at 250

2

Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 6 except
period (11-17 December).

for

disturbed
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same pattern is consistently observed: an upward
motion maximum (12cm s-1 average for the 11
cases) near 250mb and a downward motion
(-3cm s-1
average) near 650mb. These features, although the levels are generally displaced
upward somewhat, are consistent with the circulation characteristics deduced for mesoscale anvil
clouds and their associated dowdrafts
in other
tropical regions (e.g., Gamache and Houze,
1982). The velocities are one order of magnitude
greater than typical synoptic-scale
vertical veand one to two orders of magnitude less
locities
than convective
or cumulus scale vertical ve-

Fig. 8 Mesoscale cloud area vertical velocity
for Winter MONEX mesoscale
anvil, GATE
squall line and Oklahoma squall line. X's
indicate extreme values for mesoscale updraft and downdraft in modeling study of
Brown (1979, S1 case at 9h).

motion in the extreme upper portions of the
mesoscale anvils in the Winter MONEX region
than in GATE region. The different positions of
the downdraft maxima may be a squall (GATE)
vs. nonsquall (Winter MONEX) difference or may
be associated with a difficulty, in the Winter
case, of adequately resolving the MONEX
mesoscale downdraft circulation.
Vertical velocities within mesoscale convective
systems at midlatitudes have only recently been
reported (Sanders and Paine, 1975; Sanders and
Emmanuel, 1977; Ogura and Liou 1980) and
the magnitude of the velocities for systems at
appears to be greater than in the
midlatitudes
tropics. In Fig. 8 the mesoscale vertical motion
associated with an Oklahoma squall line is shown
(from Ogura and Liou, 1980). This curve is
obtained by averaging * from Fig. 16 of Ogura
and Liou's paper over a 150km distance, the
estimated average width (based on their Fig. 6)
of the mesoscale
precipitation region associated
with the squall line. The actual cloud dimension

(not given in their paper) could be greater than
this distance and, therefore, the mesoscale cloud
area vertical motion for the Oklahoma case may
be somewhat overestimated here. With this caution, we note that the mesoscale updraft peak
is nearly twice as great as that for the GATE
squall and occurs at a much lower level. The
in the Oklahoma stormmesoscale
is
downdraf
about four times as strong as that in the GATE
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squall line. Mesoscale updraft and downdraft
velocity extrema
from the numerical modeling
study of Brown (1979) are also indicated in
Fig. 8. Brown's model was intended to simulate
tropical eastern Pacific mesoscale
systems, and
if we consider that the values in Fig. 8 are
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clouds north of Borneo have an upward motion
peak near 250mb (10km) of
12cm s-1.
Mesoscale sinking is determined
to occur below the
cold layer, with a downward velocity of *-3cm
s-1 near 650mb
(3.5km).
Comparison
of findings for the Winter MONEX
mesoscale systems with those for similar systems
in the tropical eastern Atlantic
shows that the
magnitude
of the vertical motion in both tropical
regions is comparable,
but the levels of the mesoscale updraft and downdraft
velocity extrema are
2km higher in the Winter MONEX
region.
*
The difference
may be accounted
for by the
very high, cold tropoause
levels observed in this
latter area. Computations
of vertical
velocities
within mesoscale
anvil clouds at midlatitudes
are
limited, but there is some evidence (e.g., Ogura
and Liou, 1980) to indicate that the magnitude
of the velocities in higher-latitude
system is substantially (*2-4 times) greater.
The significance
of these findings, beyond
a
basic documentation
of the vertical
motion
in
near-equatorial
winter monsoon mesoscale
convection, lies in the fact that though the magnitudes of the drafts in the mesoscale
systems are
approximately
one order of magnitude
less than
those in convective-scale
(cumulonimbus)
drafts,
the mesoscale
draft systems cover considerably
greater areas. Consequently,
the mesoscale
systems must contribute in an important way to the
atmospheric
mass, heat and moisture
budgets of
the entire monsoon region (Johnson, 1980; Leary
and Houze, 1980). In addition, they presumably
have important
effects on the regional radiation
budget (Webster
and Stephens,
1980). Analysis
of this latter issue based on thermodynamic
observations is in progress and will be reported on
in a future paper.
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赤道付近の冬季 モンス ーンにおけ る中規模 対流系に伴 う鉛直運 動
Richard

H.Johnson

米 国 コ ロラ ド州 立 大 学 大 気 科学 教室
冬 の モ ンス ー ン実 験 (WinterMONEX)で

得 られ た 観 測 資 料 を用 い て,1978年12月,南

シ ナ海 南 部 で 見 られ

た 背 の高 い 中 規模 対 流 系 内 の鉛 直 流 を解 明 した。 ボ ル ネ オ北 岸 沖 で ソ連 の 観 測 船 は 一 辺 約400kmの

ほぼ正三角

形 の頂 点 に位 置 した が,そ れ らの レー ウ ィン ゾ ンデ資 料 を 鉛 直 流 の 算 定 に 用 い た。
12月 中,ボ ル ネ オ北 方 の 南 シナ 海上 で,対 流 活 動 の 日変 化 が 見 出 され た。 対 流 は そ の 成 熟 期 に は 中 規 模 (200〜
400km)の

背 の高 い (500mbか

ら100mbま

で)少 し降 水 を 伴 う層 状 の 雲 層 に よ って 特 徴 づ け られ る。 三 角 形

域 で計 算 さ れ た鉛 直速 度 と雲 の ま わ りの無 雲 域 で は正 味 放 射 冷 却 を 打 消 す 程 度 の 沈 降 流 が あ る とい う仮 定 とを 用
い る と,中

規 模 雲 域 内 で は,上

(10km)近

くで 見 出 さ れ る。 中 規 模 雲 系 の 下 で は,下 降流 が見 出 され,そ

km)付

昇 流 は 平 均 す る とそ の 最 大 値 は 〜12cm

s‑1に 達 し,そ れ は対 流 圏 上 部250mb
の最 大 値 は〜ほ3cm s‑1,650mb(3.5

近 で あ る。 熱 帯 の 他 の地 域 や 中緯 度 帯 で これ まで 報 告 され て い る中規 模 対 流 系 の鉛 直 流 との 比較 もし た。

中規 模 雲 系 は 大 きな 地 域 を カバ ー して い るの で,そ れ らは お そ ら く,赤 道 付近 の 冬季 モ ンス ー ン域 に お け る大 規
模 な大 気 の 質 量,熱,水

蒸 気 収 支 に 重 要 な 寄 与 を して い る で あ ろ う。
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